Tech Flying Club Plans Smoker; Two Airplanes Available for Use

Information Service
And Travel Service
Announced by APO

Alpha Phi Omega has announced two services for the MIT Community. So far, it has put into effect its information service and its ride service. The information service provides details about social events, musical performances, athletic contests, and other events taking place on the MIT campus or in the Cambridge-Boston area. It can be contacted by dialing Institute extension 2783.

Ride Service
The ride service is mounted in Dean Fessell's Office, Room 7-108. It consists of a large map with pegs, upon which students needing a ride or who can furnish transportation hang notes. Those needing either rides or places ride a card on the appropriate part of the map with the name, date, time, location, and destination of the trip. One who can fulfill their requests contact them.

The Tech Flying Club's Cessna 140

After a very successful first year, The Tech Flying Club is expanding very rapidly. About this time last year a number of MIT students were discussing and forming plans on obtaining an airplane which they could operate as a club in order to make flying inexpensive enough to be feasible. In the early spring, the Tech Flying Club formed with the quota of twenty-five people and put up enough money to finance a Cessna 140. Most of these people had never flown until the plane became operational at Revere Airport; this fall there are a number of licensed pilots in the club.

The Cessna 140 is an attractive two-place airplane, much better than what an average student had up until now. The plane is equipped with radio and primary instruments, much better than what an average student had up until now. The field has recently been opened up for cross-country trips, having the out of Bedford, a larger airport than Revere. The plane is equipped with radio and primary instruments. The plane is beautifully finished, and is a credit to the club.

For further information call UNI-6606. Keep a supply of Nol-Dol handy.

The field has been entirely new in concept. Most of these people had never flown until the plane became operational at Revere Airport; this fall there are a number of licensed pilots in the club. The plane is equipped with radio and primary instruments. The plane is beautifully finished, and is a credit to the club.